
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.6 Beta Release 6 - December 21st, 2009 

Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 3265 IB adapter Added support for SFB and OMX exchanges and SEK currency. 

Improved 3198 Strategy Analyzer Select strategy settings are maintained in the strategy grid after compiling 

Improved 3207 IQ Feed adapter Updated to latest IQFeed API which supports 64-bit. Users must upgrade to 4.7.0.3 IQFeed Client 

Software and add their user name/password to the Connection Wizard. 

Changed 3228 Charts HeikenAshi now supports the same chart styles as minute bars. 

Fixed 3166 PFG adapter Now would reset internal position calculations and order states on server reset. Users must upgrade to 

latest PFGBEST.com API 

Fixed 3194 General Global sim mode did not work as expected. 

Fixed 3195 Help Guide Help window still was modal to CC, when activated by Help->Help 

Fixed 3196 Strategy Wizard Strategy wizard could produce non-compilable code when manipulating int/double on min or default values. 

Fixed 3197 PFG Adapter Historical minute and daily requests did not work as expected. 

Fixed 3199 Charts Opening property dialog for an object attached to custom indicator with empty result of ToString(...) method 

could crash NT. 

Fixed 3200 NinjaScript DrawTextFixed methods did draw outline and back rectangle with an incorrect offset. 

Fixed 3201 Historical Data 

Manager 

Made metastock import more error tolerant regarding uppercase/lowercase filenames. 

Fixed 3202 Charts CandleOutlineColor set from script was ignored for the color of candle wicks when wick color was set in 

bar series settings. 

Fixed 3203 Charts FisherTransform indicator was not TickSize sensitive. 

Fixed 3204 Historical Data 

Manager 

Daily bars built from tick or minute data were not correctly time stamped 

Fixed 3205 Data Server Daily data was incorrectly built. 

Fixed 3206 NinjaScript Using custom series on a multi-series indicator/strategy could cause exceptions. 

Fixed 3208 Charts Selecting an bar series or indicator with drawing tool 'ruler' selected was not possible when chart's bar series 

selection property was false. 

Fixed 3209 Data box Coloring issues on data box and mini data box. 

Fixed 3210 Market Replay Available data" was not updated as data down downloaded again. 

Fixed 3211 Charts PnF charts loaded from cache could hang NT 

Fixed 3212 Charts Enabled TickCounter indicator for tick based period types. Does not work for PnF, Kagi and LineBreak. 

Fixed 3213 Charts Applying chart template with less panels than already on chart could crash NT. 

Fixed 3214 Charts Data in display box of ruler has been off when only 2nd ruler anchor was moved. 

Fixed 3215 Charts VolumeUpDown could paint bars with 2 colors and 2 labels instead of one color per bar and 1 price label. 

Fixed 3216 Charts On switch of period type in bars data dialog, if new period type has no defaults, and new period type 

supports candle stick as chart style, take candle stick. 

Fixed 3217 Charts If ruler drawing tool is selected, and only one bar series/indicator is on panel, series is auto selected and 

ruler starts drawing immediately, instead of selecting the series only. 

http://www.ninjatrader.com/webnew/support_IQFeed.htm
http://www.ninjatrader.com/webnew/support_IQFeed.htm
http://www.ninjatrader.com/webnew/support_PFG.htm


Fixed 3218 Charts Trade lines didn't display properly on chart after walk forward optimizer in strategy analyzer. 

Fixed 3219 Drawing objects Show text in properties did not work for Andrew's pitchfork, Fibonacci time extension, Fibonacci circle and 

Gann fan.  

Fixed 3220 Strategy Analyzer Switched a couple of currency cells on the grids to fixed '$'. 

Fixed 3221 Charts Zooming or panning a chart in x/y-axis didn't work when a locked and selected drawing object was on chart. 

Fixed 3222 Drawing objects Slope of global chart objects could be off when anchor time are before first bar of chart. 

Fixed 3223 Charts Colors of a multi color plot indicator could be wrong when only color of some parts were set. 

Fixed 3224 Data box Chart data box and mini data box displayed indicator values though if it wasn't defined for that bar 

Fixed 3225 Charts Bar color of OHLC chart style could be off when extremely zoomed out. 

Fixed 3226 Drawing objects Opening properties dialog on global chart object with anchors partially off bars (e.g. before first bar) could 

crash NT. 

Fixed 3227 SuperDOM SuperDOM PnL did not update properly when market depth was disabled and PnL was using bid price 

instead of last price for calculations 

Fixed 3229 Charts New->Chart dialog was not sensitive on the selected exchange of instruments added to instrument lists. 

Fixed 3231 Charts Resizing non equidistant chart with 'show toolbar' set to false did shrink/expand bars instead of leaving 

distance between them constant. 

Fixed 3232 Charts Left price markers on bar series or indicators could be displayed though there was no left y axis. 

Fixed 3233 NinjaScript Time/Times property did not return end-of-session timestamps for daily bars. 

Fixed 3234 IB adapter Amended handling on pacing violations 

Fixed 3235 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Explicit exit orders could cause an "Order quantity has to be greater than 0" error. 

Fixed 3236 ATM strategies ATM strategies had not been properly recovered on reconnect. 

Fixed 3237 General Revised approach to resolve DB.ExecutionUpdate exceptions. 

Fixed 3239 General Default property settings for various UI had not been maintained across sessions. 

Fixed 3240 Strategy Analyzer Walk forward no longer properly had been using the optimization period as sync up period. 

Fixed 3241 Hot Key Manager Hot Key Manager no longer would allow assigning mouse buttons. 

Fixed 3242 Charts Loading bar series before session begin on rollover date of future with merge settings set to 'merge 

backadjusted' or 'merge non backadjusted' could hang NT. 

Fixed 3243 Charts Chart style default had not been applied correctly. 

Fixed 3244 Charts Last session break line on equidistant charts did plot on second bar of new live session, not on first. 

Fixed 3245 Market Analyzer Infinite historical market data requests 

Fixed 3246 Strategy Analyzer Could crash on compiling a strategy. 

Fixed 3247 Charts VolumeProfile indicator: Diamond was missing as it started recording. 

Fixed 3248 Historical Data 

Manager 

Changed warning logic on download in case not for all instruments data could be downloaded. 

Fixed 3249 Charts Replaced Renko implementation by user contributed code. 

Fixed 3250 Charts Chart settings on workspace could be overwritten with chart defaults on open/switch workspace. 

Fixed 3251 General Revised NT internal help system 

Fixed 3252 Session Manager Session definitions which would fall into the "1 hour gap" on switching from standard to daylight saving 



time could cause exceptions. 

Fixed 3253 Charts Bar series with period type days 2 and higher (also weekly, monthly, ...) could have been build wrong for 

futures instruments with merge settings true and for series build to the actual date. 

Fixed 3255 Data server Requests for historical data could kill the connection in case the instrument was not in the server repository. 

Fixed 3256 Charts Rolling the from data of bar series on charts didn't work properly for charts which left open over midnight. 

Fixed 3257 Charts Fixed scale is not reset to automatic when reloading historical data, on connect or when a new bar series is 

added. 

Fixed 3258 General  Enhanced tracing during db migration NT6.5 -> NT7 

Fixed 3259 Historical Data 

Manager 

Memory leak when import tick data if generate minute or daily bars was checked. 

Fixed 3260 Market Replay Rewinding/restarting did not properly restart running strategies and could result in DB errors. 

Fixed 3261 Charts Using a chart template with fixed panel scale which was saved during e.g. German language settings active 

could screw panel scaling. 

Fixed 3262 IB adapter A 60 day request for 1 minute data could have forced pacing violations. 

Fixed 3263 Charts Chart panel properties: setting a horizontal grid line value and setting a very high value for Fixed max right 

could hang NT. 

Fixed 3264 Database Opening a database with file size larger than 256 MB did crash NT. Also migrating from a NT6.5 database 

with size larger than 256 MB did not work. 

Fixed 3266 Charts Global cross hair displayed two y axis price labels with price label being off on receiving charts. 

Fixed 3267 Drawing objects Inside right property of Fibonacci extension didn't work properly if extend right was set to false. 

Fixed 3268 Charts Pivots and WoodiesPivots: Loading the additional daily data series could screw up NT internal series 

management. 

Fixed 3269 Charts Avoid super fluent bars requests from provider/repository on applying chart template on new chart. 

Fixed 3270 Market Analyzer Cell color conditions did not work as expected 

Fixed 3271 Charts Copy/paste of drawing objects didn't work properly on equidistant charts with non equally distributed bar 

times (e.g. 10.000 volume) 

Fixed 3272 General License restrictions did not always apply as license changed from sim to direct edition. 

Fixed 3273 Market Replay Moving slider in MR could remove chart object which should be drawn by indicator/strategy on last bar of 

chart or execution which should be created by strategy also on last bar of chart. 

Fixed 3274 Charts Changed the sequence on which side of the receiving chart (which both scales) the value from the sending 

chart (which both scales) is displayed.  

Fixed 3275 Charts If scale was reset from fixed to automatic and new label width was smaller, there could have left a white 

margin which was too large. 

Fixed 3276 Chart Trader Chart Trader bid/ask labels had not been reset properly as data series was toggled which could result in 

"delayed" updates. 

Fixed 3277 BarChart adapter Updated to latest BarChart API to support exchange native timestamps. 

Fixed 3279 Charts Chart objects on first bar weren't displayed. 

Fixed 3280 Charts Bars # in display box of ruler chart object could be off when moving on equidistant charts, e.g. 1000 

Volume. 



Fixed 3281 Market Replay Moving slider on MR with strategy active on non equidistant chart removed all executions and trade lines. 

Fixed 3282 Basic Entry Increase/Decrease buttons did not work as expected 

Fixed 3284 Charts Price marker was incorrectly formatted if on the left scale on not the 1st series added to the panel 

Fixed 3285 Market Replay Corrupted data files could result in an inability to connect 
 


